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This dissertation focuses on how to improve the accuracy of prediction the remaining time of a business process. We propose an
Extended Annotated Transition System (EATS) model which extends the classical Annotated Transition System (ATS) by the
following strategies:
1. including eight structural features of the traces.
2. annotating each state in the EATS with a partitioned list of values of these features (attributes). Linear regression is applied
to each partition, thus producing more accurate remaining time estimations. In addition, attribute selection techniques are
used for reducing the computational load of the model, thus addressing it scalability.
Validation of our model with ten real-life datasets shows that it, in general, it outperforms the other non-ATS, ATS and Deep
Learning models described in the literature. Our basic model performs better than baseline work in 93.3% of cases for the three
error metrics considered. Our partitioned model performs better than baseline work and all the models in a very recent survey.
Our model including attribute selection performs better than the baseline work in the three error metrics in 96.8% of cases.
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(Warning: read carefully the following instructions to attend this virtual thesis):
Those interested in taking part of the audience in this doctoral thesis must send a request to the emailedius@usc.es, indicating in
the subject line "Asistencia tesis de [PhD candidate NAME]", at least twenty-four hours before the PhD defense is carried out. The
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3. PhD degree (optional): since the questions to the doctoral student can only be asked by PhDs, please note that you must send
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